Court Reporting Services Help Attorneys Make the Most of Legal Video
Today's court reporting services typically include more than just a stenographer. Lawyers want to document
every aspect of the record, so they frequently request a legal videographer to capture witness testimony.
However, what's the use of recording depositions if the content can't be edited to present the information you
want succinctly?
The best court reporting firms provide clients with easy to use editing tools that help maximize legal video
content. At DepoTexas, we not only deliver standard, synchronized videos on our state-of-the-art Pocket
Transcript™ USB device, but we also include the legal video editing tools you need to successfully create
exhibits. For example, you may choose to produce still frames to identify files and introduce witnesses or
perhaps you need to use the video to save an image of a piece of evidence. With our video editing tools, your
litigation support professionals can select a frame from your footage, rename the file for easy identification, and
save to a location of your choice. You can even print the file, if you so choose.
When you review your legal video files, you may decide you want to create shortened video clips that cover
crucial segments from your depositions. With our digital video transcripts, you can highlight testimony, select
clips, and rename them to fit the testimony included. Our video editing tools will allow you to include a
description of each clip so that you don't have to sort through similar titles and images. Additionally, all of your
clips will appear in one location, so that you never lose track of your files. If you find that you accidentally
made a clip too long or left something out, you can always edit the clips to the length that you want, and
preview them to make sure that they are correct.
For more advanced control of your court reporting and legal videos, you can also create composite video
clips. For instance, if you want to compile multiple parts of testimony that deal with a specific topic, you can
combine those excerpts and rename them to suit the subject matter. Better yet, you can also export video
clips from your depositions to multiple types of applications including PowerPoint and trial presentation
software programs such as TrialDirector or Summation.
The best court reporting services come from companies that stay on top of the latest litigation support
technology and provide you with the tools that make your caseload more manageable. At DepoTexas, the
experience of our team of legal video specialists and our use the most advanced technology will provide you
benefits that are second to none.
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